Danny Boy (Londonderry Air)

Solo Guitar

Key of D

(Danny Boy:) Oh Danny boy, the pipes, the pipes are

(Londonderry Air:) Would God I were the tender apple

calling

blossoming

That floats and

glen falls

and from off the twisted
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The summer's gone and all the flowers in your silken

Optional: add X on Ab too.

dying, 'tis you, 'tis you must

bozom, with in your silken

and I must
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D  G/9  D

bide now!

But come you
Or would I

D/9  F#7  G/9+11  A7/6  A7+

back were
when summer's in
a little burnished

F#m7  F#  Bm  Bb  D  E7/11  A13  A9

meadow, apple

or when you to

Bm7  F#7  G/11  E7/11  B7

valley's me, hushed and white

or Bm7 to B7
or F#m7/5 to B7

pluck me with so
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snow, cold, Tis while I'll sun be

there shade in sun shine or in

or open SHAPE daw, Oh yourDan

boy, Oh boy lawn, and your

boy, I love you

lawn, and your hair's spun
so. __________________
gold. __________________

D\(\Delta^9\)

Begins again

A\(\text{II}\)
A\(7^{9}\)

[1.]

Final time
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Alternate treatment #1 for measures 2-3

G6 G/9 G E7 Bm6 Gm

call - - ing from glen to
blos - - som That floats and

D G7 F#m7 F# Bm - Bm7

glen falls and down the moun-
fails from off the twist-
ed

Alternate treatment #2 for measure 2:

G6 G/9 G E7 Bm6 Gm

call - - ing from glen to
blos - - som That floats and

Alternate for measure 15:

D/9 open G6 D Bm E9 Bb7 A11 A7b9/D

boy, Oh Dan - ny boy I love
lawn, and your hair's you spun
Would God I were the tender apple blossom That floats and falls from off the twisted bough, To lie and faint within your silken bosom, within your silken bosom, As that does now! Or would I were a little burnished apple For you to pluck me, gliding by so cold, While sun and shade your robe of lawn will dapple, your robe of lawn, And your hair's spun gold.